
Grand Champions changes for 2024 
1. Added a Deduction List report under Payment List that contains more details than the terse summary contained on the 

deductions page in the Reconciliation Report with a breakdown by specie for each deduction type. 
2. Added a new Bid Worksheet report format with sales data populated in it.  Something of a cross between the original 

one that contains data and the “Simple” blank (non-data format added in 2021). 
3. Added some Report Configurations for the Bid Worksheet report. 

a. An option to display the current ship type selection (like was used in prior years). 
b. An option to exclude add-on buyer line items in the buyer list. 
c. An option to display the Keep/Turn line (like most choices in prior years). 
d. A choice of what Bid Worksheet is used by the Sales screen. 
e. An option to display an indication of which buyer line items are add-on bids. 

4. Completed some optimization of the code that builds the data for the Reconciliation Report, which should reduce the 
time to get the view displayed. 

5. Changed the code for generating the Exhibitor Payment Voucher, and some others, in attempt to prevent interference 
of two computers connected to the same database attempting to print the same type of report at the same time. 

6. Added a Pre-Auction Checklist report to attempt to identify lots with $0 market values that potentially should have a 
non-zero value. 

7. Changed the deductions screen to use 4 decimal places instead of 3 to display amount and percent values 
8. Changed the sales screen to be able to select a voucher or bid worksheet in addition to exhibitor summary to 

automatically print upon save 
9. Added Ctrl+S shortcut key for screens with save button operations 

 



Grand Champions changes for 2023 
1. Code was added that will attempt to repair databases corrupted by the migration code flaw detected 7/12/22. See full 

description in Downloads section of our website (www.showandauction.com). 
2. Reorganized the way tab navigation moves around Add/Edit screens in attempt to make it more intuitive. 
3. Added some more protections to prevent select operations from network clients - Migration Setup, non-Update 

Imports, Resequence Exhibitors 
4. Optimized the way Display and Edit grids are saved 
5. Changed the way we sales text notifications are handled by adding a Notification Processor to do the work of sending 

the messages so that only the machine(s) running it requires internet access and Microsoft Outlook. 
6. Added a right-click helper for the Text Message Web Extension fields in Add/Edit Buyer and Add/Edit Exhibitor 

 

 


